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The current game flow is working great for me. The "turn 1" is in place, so
we're looking good. Bugs arent super apparent in the gameplay as this is a
very early game. However, people are reporting some graphical bugs, see
thread here http://discussions.dice.com/forumdisplay.php/96-Battlefield-Epic-
Battle-Simulator-Beta-Playable-in-Javascript-Viewer-/page-2 Even with a few
bugs in the game, it still looks great. There is a lot of work still going into it,
but EBF promises to be an amazing game. We've worked with dozens of
companies to make this happen, and with your help this will be the best game
we can create.
https://twitter.com/EpicBattleSimulator/status/861137932647671745 While the
game might be new, the developers of this game have previously created the
popular Epic Battle series on PC. Since that time, this has become quite
popular, and has even given birth to an exciting battle saga on the PC. The
game will be published in the App Store and Google Play store, and is
expected to go live to the general public from next month. Epic Battle
Simulator 2 developer is most likely looking to release the game on the App
Store and Google Play store as soon as possible. The developer is also aiming
to make the game available for the Android platform, although this has not
been confirmed as of yet. About Ultimate Epic Battle Simulator 2Ultimate Epic
Battle Simulator 2 takes the best parts of battle strategy games and combines
it with a physics engine that is unlike anything youve seen before! Battle with
up to 30 units (including human) to capture and defend control points to win
the most intense, adrenaline filled skirmishes. Use terrain as cover, tanks as
shields, and launch a rock slide for an effective counterattack. With over 100
weapons, each character has their own special abilities. When you get down to
the specifics of the game, you will be stunned by the never before seen detail
of the weapons and characters of the game. It really is a game of a lifetime.
We have a plethora of features built into the engine, making this game
incredibly rich. We have worked hard to make a game that is fun to play with a
huge variety of units, weapons and vehicles to drop right into the action and
test your army combat skills. What were doing here is creating gameplay that
everyone can enjoy and truly test your tactics. We can promise you it is unlike
anything before!The unique physics engine allows any combination of
characters and tanks to be thrown together into one chaotic combination of
duking it out! It doesnt get more awesome than that! All the enemies that you
see in this game are completely unique, and have never been done before.
Also, have we mentioned the epic battles in history? Weve included the battle
of Jericho, the battle of Crecy, the battle of Waterloo, and many more! Want to
make a troop change? No problem. Drop in any melee fighter, dodge and
shoot tank, and see if you can take down the other side of the battle.Are you
afraid of the dark? No problem! The graphics in this game are far from boring.
We have a realistic mode of graphics, a high quality option, and then we have
the legendary high quality graphics mode of graphics.
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Ultimate Epic Battle Simulator 2 has been completely redesigned to work in
full 1080p with stuttering/jittering fixed in all other modes. An overhaul of our

navi system has also been done along with some other minor changes. We
have also been updating our rendering system with anti-aliasing, anisotropic
filtering, and shadow mapping. The navi system can be placed in a number of

ways from a panel down to hard coded in a hex file. The more traditional
method is using a sprite sheet. There is also a third option; a saber system.

Our saber system allows for multiple sabers of different styles to be generated
and the saber can be sold, bartered, bequeathed, bought, traded, etc.

Currently, sabers are not generated automatically but can be bought and sold
from the main store. We have also updated the UI to match UEBS2. Here

comes Ultimate Epic Battle Simulator, the ultimate battle simulator! Create
eye-watering battles with hundreds of thousands, and even millions of

characters on screen! Jump into multiple story and player driven campaigns or
make your own and share them with your friends! Sandbox mode will also

return, with infinite army sizes and far greater flexibility than ever. FPS
invasion will also be returning, where you play through the eyes of a soldier
fighting off hordes of zombies in first person. Lets not ignore the elephant in

the room! UEBS features revolutionary new crowd rendering and AI technology
which uses pure GPU POWER to bring nation size battles to life! UEBS2 handles
100 times more characters on screen than its predecessor, and in far greater

detail and quality. Details were not ignored, every individual has highly
advanced decision making and animation, all while working together for a

greater goal. We are also working hard on our own mass GPU physics engine.
Our hope is to bring physics to a scale never before seen, which may allow

thousands of ragdolls, and millions of physics based objects. Keep in mind, our
physics engine is in very early development so we cant make any guarantees.
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